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Losing 5 lbs or 350 lbs,  
You’re Not On Your Own  

Local Medical Office Provides Two Effective Weight Loss Programs 
to  
KEEP THE WEIGHT OFF!  
 
If you are one of the many people who have tried various weight loss programs and diets 
but cannot seem to get the results you want, don’t give up! Losing weight is never easy, 
however, Lifetime Health and Wellness provides its clients with not only a weight loss 
coach, but also a personalized weight loss plan to fit your specific body and lifestyle 
needs.  
 
Whether you are on the go and do not have time to cook or you prefer to make your own 
meals, weight loss coach Fatima Moore will design a program achievable to fit your 
personal needs. “We make it a priority to meet with each client weekly, we track their 
progress with a weekly body analysis to ensure that he/she is losing fat mass and not 
muscle mass,” Moore states. Dieting is already hard enough, so LHAW makes it easier 
for clients to lose weight faster, smarter, and consistently.  
 
LHAW’s three major weight loss services include Ideal Protein, VitimanMed, and Lipo-
Light. These services can be used interchangeably to receive specific results. All of the 
products at LHAW are all natural.  
 



“It’s the best feeling to look in the mirror and not only look thinner, but feel healthier. I 
am always on the go and I never thought it would be possible to make time to lose 
weight, but here I am one month later fitting into my old clothes.”(Newell, Lynn, LHAW 
Client). If you are looking for a natural way to effectively change your lifestyle and keep 
off your weight, please visit Lifetime Health and Wellness located at 101 South McLean 
Blvd in South Elgin.  
 
For the month of March, LHAW will give new patients a FREE body analysis AND Ideal 
Protein meal. New clients will also be placed in a drawing to win a free Apple Watch. It’s 
time to live the way you were meant to!  
 
	  


